This paper presents a research on intelligent humanoid robots for education focused on natural interaction for teaching basic mathematics and entertainment for students. Previously, humanoid robot focused on the architecture of body and ethical issues, but later, it is predicted that humanoid robots should consider teaching behaviour, student's interest and speech understanding. They are expected to conclude the answer through conversation under noisy environment. We propose speech recognition systems based on Google translator and basic Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques such as stemming and tokenization. We do teach modules for elementary school in order that the robot can interact with students naturally based on psychological aspects. We also discuss about our recent humanoid robot for education in elementary school that has ability to detect user's face and accepts commands in sentences from the user to do any actions such as giving tutorial and answering questions. The average accuracy for correct recognition is 73.3% and correct answer is 63.3%. Our speech recognition system is more promising compared with NAO robot.
Introduction
The development of humanoid robots with total autonomous for huge variety of tasks such as teaching and learning has become a popular and challenging research topic. As researchers in robotics area, we have had many experiences in helping students to solve technological design problems in robotic as well as in designing formal classroom curricula which is intended to teach science and mathematics using robots. Human-robot interaction (HRI) is an interdisciplinary study of interaction dynamics between humans and robots. HRI has recently received considerable attention in academic community, labs, technology companies, and media. In case of humanoid robot for education, vision system is one of the main sources for environment interpretation.
Many problems have to be solved in intelligent robot such as speech and face recognition. Hhumanoid robot gets information from the environment. It is mainly by using camera. The robot has to standby and decides the next action, such as responding questions, moving, walking, etc. Psychology can play a role for human-robot interaction. To build the real humanoid robot which has capability to imitate real teacher handling the uncertainty of the real world, it is important for robot engineer and researcher to look at how teacher performs in such a wide range of situations based on cognitive Psychology. In addition, humanoid robot for education should be part of Socially Assistive Robots (SAR) 1 . We compare the result with our own NAO robot which is known as one of the most popular general humanoid robots for research.
Intelligent Humanoid Robot

Ethical Principles of Humanoid Robot
Learning for many adults is a routine part of life. However, in developing minds of elementary grade students, learning is relatively a new concept. Currently, no universal theory of learning has been existed; therefore experts employ varied lenses of learning theory to examine important elements of learning. For example, behavioral scientists consider the observable effects of experiences and environment on learning 2 . For psychologist and educator, teaching elementary students using robots may be unusual. We should deal with ethical issues on that. There are many ways to approach potential ethical issues related to technology of robot in general and SAR in particular. Sharkey and Sharkey 3 described another significant ethical dilemma that occurs when a user becomes emotionally attached to the robot. While establishing engagement and having the user to enjoy interactions with the robot is a goal, attachment can also result in problems under certain circumstances. New technologies bring entirely unprecedented contexts for HRI and call for thoughtful and well-informed multi-disciplinary studies. They include inputs, experts and address concerns from the entire complex constituency, including social scientists, ethicists, and, most importantly, members of the broad user community 1 .
Psychological Aspects and Natural Interaction in Humanoid Robot for education
Humanoid Robot has been shown to be a powerful tool of science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) education. A central aspect of STEM education is problem-solving, and robots serve as excellent means for teaching problem-solving skills in group settings 4 . Based on the mounting success of robotics courses world-wide, there is now is an active movement to develop robot hardware and software in service of education, starting from the youngest elementary school ages and up. Robots become important tools for teaching computer science and college engineering introductory 5 . Innovative teaching methods include competitions to develop robot toys for children with ASD 6 and other assistive environments 7 .
Psychology is a multifaceted discipline and includes many sub-fields of study such areas as human development, sports, health, clinical, social behaviour and cognitive processes 8 . For example, there was a system developed to identify people's characteristic by analysing his/her social media's account 9 . Further exploration on how psychology penetrated to technology especially for human characteristic has been described as well 10 . Basically, Human Robot Interaction (HRI) should consider psychological aspects to work naturally so that it can be accepted by young students at class. In case of humanoid robot for teaching mathematics, it is important for the robot to know the ethics in teaching elementary students such as using correct words and providing clear feedback on student responses so that the class knows which answers are right and vice versa. Natural interaction in robot is the investigation of the relationships between humans and machines aiming to create interactive artefacts that respect and exploit the natural dynamics through which people communicate and discover the real world 11 . The basic courses of
